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Special metalic production
ompany history:
The owner-managed metal company was founded in 1990 as a limited company and has
since been under the management of the owner.
The company is located in Baden-Württemberg, Zollernalbkreis. Due to the positive order
situation, new construction was carried out in .
The company is certified to Din Iso 9001: 

Customer:
The majority of customers are regular customers who have been sourcing products for
over 20 years. Mostly with special requirements, which currently nobody can produce in
the market. They are from the segment drive technology, rehabilitation technology,
medical engineering, mechanical engineering, gear construction, etc. (no automotive /
automotive customers.)

Employee:
The employee base was optimized, rejuvenated, and has since then been stable, slightly
growing, with currently 15 employees. The employees are between 26-36 years old.

Important financial data:
Turnover in  was just over € 3 million.
 There are customer orders for  and 2020, so that an annual increase of 10% can be
expected.

property:
About 2 years ago, a completely new production hall with 2200 sqm was built on a plot of
approx. 8600 sqm. The hall has the latest standards in ventilation and heating, plus a
100KW PV system on the roof. The property is completely laid out and knows enough
parking space for employees and customers.
The hall can be expanded at any time up to the property boundaries for operational
purposes.

Machinery:
The entire machine park (state of the art) is taken over including tools (13 machining
centers and a new sawing department with circular and band saw).
There are over 40,000 software programs for each customer's specifications.
A measuring and mounting room has been refurbished.

Innovation:
As an innovation, a novel LED technology has been developed, which has been running
well for some time in the urban area and on the premises and can thus be brought as an
extension in the production and sale.

Further information is available on request.
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